The tale of Global Hardware Limited and the customer is king mantra.
Three years into operation, Global Hardware Limited has built a name and reputation as the
unrivaled market king in the manufacture and stocking of some of the most sought after and
superior quality hardware brands in the region. These brands imported from traditionally
respected manufacturing zones like China and India, coupled with our unflinching commitment
to customers’ needs in a fast changing market has given us a competitive edge.
And as technology gains pace at unprecedented levels both globally and locally, we have
positioned ourselves to bring the new technology at the doorsteps of our clients.
For example the household Video Home System (VHS System) of yore is fast being replaced by
the superior DVD collections. The burgeoning demand for the DVD storage solutions has seen
us get the customers what they need and deserve. We have introduced the widest selection of
CD, DVD, Cassette, and Videotape storage solutions of 6 ft,3.5 feet width,40 kg weight related
accessories at fair prices in different colours. We have a collection of over 27 DVD racks, each
selected for its commitment to style and function. Our selection includes laminated MDF
furniture with beautiful veneers in beech, white and walnut; whatever your style preference, and
however many DVDs you own, we’ve got a DVD storage solution that is right for you.
And as we meet more than 95% of the requirements of the hardware items, this makes us the
True ‘ONE STOP SHOP’.
Our core values of commitment to offer the best service make us the essential go-to point for any
hardware. We have gone beyond just CD’s and DVD’s to also cater to other sectors of the
economy with our wide array of enviable products.
Whether in agriculture, iron mongery, prefabricated houses or offices, we have an answer to
every customer’s need.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch with Mary, Jyoti or Joy all at your service on 0786 456
225 or drop your query on globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com.

